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Question 1

A company has an HP Network Visualizer SDN Applicaton solutonn The network administrator wants to
send captured trafc to a server that is running its own local applicaton for receiving that trafc How
should the administrator confgure the HP Network Visualizer SDN Applicaton to send the trafc to the
server?

An Specify the server as the destnaton IP address for all user capture sessionsn
Bn Add the server as an unmanaged capture destnatonn
Cn Add the server as a managed capture destnatonn
Dn Specify the server as the destnaton IP address for all custom capture sessions
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Question 2

Which beneft does a custom whitelist in the HP Network Protector SDN Applicaton provide?

An It allows companies to override DNS policy enforcement removing any blocks on those sites in the HP
DVLabs databasen But custom blacklists can stll block the sitesn
Bn It allows companies to override DNS policy enforcement removing any blocks on those sites in custom
blacklistsn But informaton from HP DVLabs can stll block the sitesn
Cn It allows companies to override DNS policy enforcement removing any blocks on those sites in custom
blacklists as well as the HP DVLabs databasen
Dn It allows companies to override DNS policy enforcement removing any blocks on those sites in custom
greylistsn Custom blacklists and informaton from HP DVLabs can stll block the sitesn
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Question 3

An organizaton is deploying an HP SDN soluton in its legacy networkn The network includes OpenFlow-
enabled devices and legacy devices that do not support OpenFlown How does the HP VAN SDN Controller
discover mult-hop links that cross non-OpenFlow enabled switches?

An The controller uses ARP to discover all devices on the network and then uses Open Flow to determine
whether each device is OpenFlow-enabledn
Bn The controller broadcasts BDDP packets that pass through legacy switches to OpenFlow-enabled
switches, which send them to the controllern
Cn The controller instructs OpenFlow-enabled switches to broadcast BDDP packets that pass through
legacy switches to OpenFlow-enabled switches, which send them to the controllern
Dn The controller broadcasts LLDP packets to discover whether connected switches are OpenFlow-
enabled and uses this informaton to create an OpenFlow topologyn
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Question 4

A company has multple HP VAN SDN Controllers with one of these applicatons on each controller:
• HP Network Visualizer SDN Applicaton
• HP Network Protector SDN Applicaton
• HP Network Optmizer SDN Applicaton
When a user atempts to browse to a web site, the browser displays a message indicatng that the site is
unavailablen The user reports this to the IT stafn Assume that one of the SDN applicatons is causing this
behaviorn Where should the network administrator look for the explanaton?

An HP Network Visualizer capture sessions
Bn HP Network Visualizer capture destnatons
Cn HP Network Optmizer edge marking policies
Dn HP Network Protector blacklists and TippingPoint database
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Question 5

What is a key advantage of sofware-defned networking (SDN) as compared to traditonal networking?

An SDN promotes interoperability through open standards such as OpenFlow but supports vendor-
specifc features as neededn
Bn With SDN, network management is simplifed because all pure OpenFlow switches can be managed
through a single pane-of-glass management console
Cn SDN allows companies to deploy sofware-only switches and routers, which can be managed from a
centralized consolen
Dn With SDN, a network can be infuenced by external applicatons to enable it to change as the
applicatons requiren
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Question 6

What is one trend that puts pressure on existng network infrastructures and drives the need for
sofware-defned networking (SDN)?

An Companies are implementng private clouds, and network administrators must be able to respond to
service requests quicklyn
Bn Network infrastructures are allocatng too much bandwidth to voice, video, and collaboraton trafc,
starving out other applicatonsn
Cn Companies increasingly host fewer functons per hypervisorn
Dn Network administrators increasingly provision security to permit only company-owned assets to
connect to the networkn
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Question 7

A company is deploying an HP Sofware-defned Networking (SDN) solutonn The company wants a
centralized soluton for deploying and monitoring OpenFlow-enabled switches, visualizing trafc fow
through the SDN domain, and backing up and restoring HP VAN SDN Controller confguratonsn Which
soluton should the company use for this purpose?

An HP SDN Manager for IMCn
Bn HP OneViewn
Cn HP OpenView Network Node Managern
Dn HP VAN SDN Controller team managern
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